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Bioengineering is a construction method of using living plant or plants combined
with dead or organic materials. The practice results the combined use of
biological, ecological and engineering concepts to produce a living, functioning
system to prevent erosion and control sediment from trapping in the habitat and
cost the lives in the habitat. The use of plants for river bank protection and
erosion control has a long tradition in Europe. Recently, existing bank erosion
and stabilization techniques have been rediscovered and improved. These old
techniques have been rediscovered and improved in the first half of nineteenth
century, with new technical and biological knowledge. Today, there is a variety of
bioengineering techniques available to suit different situations and requirements.
Biotechnical engineering techniques have become part of geotechnical and
hydraulic engineering and have helped bridge the gap between classical
engineering disciplines, land use management, landscape architecture and
biological sciences.
These biotechnical engineering (bioengineering) techniques are developed by a
system of trial and error. Most of these techniques are based on long-term
practical experience. These "soft" engineering practices can provide possibilities
to complement and improve or in some cases even replace traditional "hard"
river-training constructions, such as placement of gabions or rock. These also
offer a more ecologically acceptable way of bank stabilization that still compiles
the land use and safety requirements.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness and applicability of
techniques for bank stability and protection against erosion as aviable alternative
to traditional channelization and hard armoring techniques. Primarily by literature
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and iTu eharaeterfsties, sttengtn.
technlaues ^ teetinique atternatives, and a cost-benefit o*t iq are discussed and pr sented.
1.1 reseacrh objective
Objective of study are;
1) To Investigate the effectiveness and
stability and protection against erosion techniques for batiK
2) To assess the suitability of techniques for urh
ban environment.
3) To assess viability of the techniques for
application In Malaysia.
1.2 research SCOPE
This study focused on selected types Of mr'ocal condition purposed. bloenglneering techniques
1-3 need OF RESEARCH
The effectiveness and appiicabiiih
stability and protection '''°®"9'neerlng te K
against erosion for o-u ^ "'*lues particularly as
environment condition.
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One of the tools available for protecting stream banks and channels in an
environmentally sensitive area from the negative consequences of bank erosion
and sloughing is the application of bioengineering techniques. Bioengineering is
the combination of biological, mechanical, and ecological concepts to control
channel degradations and bank erosion through the use of vegetation or a
combination ofvegetation and construction materials (DID, 2012).
Living plants have been used for a very long time throughout the world in
structures against soil erosion, as traces have been found dating back tothe first
century 80. Widely practiced in Western Europe during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, bioengineering was somewhat abandoned in the middle of
the twentieth century, before seeing a resurgence in recent times (Evette et al.,
2009). Only in the first half of this century, however, have these old techniques
been rediscovered and improved with new technical and biological knowledge.
Today there Is a variety of biotechnical techniques available to suit different
situations and requirements. Biotechnical engineering techniques have become
part of geotechnical and hydrauiic engineering and have helped bridge the gap
between classical engineering disciplines, land use management, landscape
architecture and biological sciences (Donat, 1995).
Biotechnical engineering techniques rely on biological knowledge to build
geotechnical and hydraulic structures and to secure unstable slopes and banks.
Whole plants or their parts are used as construction materials to secure unstable
sites. In combination with other (dead) construction material. Thus, biotechnical
engineering does not replace traditional hydraulic or geotechnical engineering
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(e.g. geotextiles. or concrete blocks), but complements and Improves other
technical engineering techniques (Donat, 1995)
tlme^a^hl ^vored stone or concrete riprap because over
from research^^T confidence In construction has developedt earch and analysis. In enainp<arinrv
been successful or their Immediate orot ®techniques have
adjacent to the stream after projects infrastructure
successful in the past IS being rl^ratTexcessive and rapid urbanization and ''"Pacts resulting from
environmental Issues. Increasing fellure ot these new
armoring techniques are generating ue traditional channelizationare appropriate in every setting (Li ^ to whether traditional practices
techniques called biotechnical en inee^^ '^^ "^^" ^002). The interest in natural
advantages of biotechnical enoin • raised, and the benefits and
1998). were gradually re-examined (RHeV'
«llhta sMimOT the availability
r^' «»
"baa th. h «' arostor, °
albtanal boandaiy'^ *
of liiasa fores """t of erosio„ i, ., . "oaiatifig fofcea of
With the boundarv ^ '^^ 'ch the of the relative magniW
2001). Table2 1sh" is onlv^-^"^^ ®PP''ed. The Interaction off"''
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Table 2.1: Factors Influencing Erosion (Fischenich, 2001)
Factor Relevant characteristics
Flow properties
• Magnitude, frequency and variability of stream
discharge
• Magnitude and distribution of velocity and shear stress
• Degree of turbulence
Sediment
composition
• Sediment size, gradation, cohesion and stratification
Climate
• Rainfall amount, intensity and duration





• Soil moisture levels
Channel geometry
• Width and depth of channel
• Height and angle of bank
• Bend curvature
Biology




• Urbanization, flood control, boating, irrigation
Schueler (1991) had classified the major stream impacts caused by urbanization
and one (1) of them is changes in urban stream morphology that causes some






stream channel widening and down cutting;
increased streambank erosion,
shifting bars of coarse-grained sediments;
elimination of pool/riffle structure,
imbedding ofstream sediments,
stream relocation/enclosure orchannelization; and
(vii) stream crossings form fish barriers
Many urban stream restoration activities target accelerated streambank erosion,
but there are many other impacts of urbanization that affect the ecology of
streams (Paul and Meyer 2001). Urban streams typically have flashier
2-3
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hydrographs, elevated concentrations of nutrients and contaminants, altered
channel morphology and stability, and reduced biotic richness, this has been
called an "urban stream syndrome" (Meyer et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2005 a, b).
Because It does not directly address the causes of accelerated erosion,
bloengineering can only treat a symptom (bank erosion) of the overall problem
(watershed urbanization). This and other small-scale restoration practices do not
have large ecosystem effects, as reach-scale approaches cannot compensate for
catchment-scale degradation (Larson et al., 2001; Moerke and LambertI, 2003;
Shields et al., 2003).
If stream bank management or other maintenance measures are at stake then In
all situations the prime question to be asked Is: "Is a certain measure In this
specfic situation really necessary?" This question Is probably the best and single
most economically efHclent guide to help decide which techniques should be
used, where, and to what extend (Donat, 1995).
2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF BIOENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
2006; wnhefldge 20101^'rfCoBoo
BM^ic p,ee.„„TZe^? 7
.„d COS., ™.eB.rra1:„r,HT TT
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Biotechnical techniques can be classified according to their strength levels from
low to intermediate and to high. They include (Li and Eddleman, 2002):
(i) low-strength surface protection such as hydro seeding;
(ii) intermediate surface treatments; and
(iii) high strength bank and slope reinforcement.
Another classification system is based on streambank zones with different
relative elevations, inundation frequencies, and durations (Allen and Leech,











Figure 2.1: Streambank Zones (Allen and Leech, 1997)
Where;
Toe zone: The bank portion between the bed and average normal stage.
Splash zone: The bank portion between normal high-water and normal low-
water levels.
Bank zone: The bank portion above the normal high-water level.
Terrace zone: The bank inland from the bank zone.
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The variety of construction techniques can be classified according to purpose,
material or construction characteristics. However, it is not always easy to
distinguish between these different groups of biotechnical techniques and
strategies. Such adifferentiation is often artificial, as similar techniques, with
minor changes, are used in both, aclassical geotechnical and river engineering
context. Biotechnical structures for soil stabilization are either point-by-point
systems (structures of single root stocks), linear systems (structures of rows of
roo stocks) or covering systems (surface-covering mattress of plant webbings),
o esign with any of these systems requires an understanding of the
TrrorWse Of the structure allows the techniques to be classified as follows (Donat.
(I) surface protection techniques (covering techniques);
(II) stabilization techniques using live materials;(III) techniques combining dead and live material;
('V) supplementary techniques; and
(V) support structures using non-living material.
dlBeren, blol=eh„fca,'n„
(Henderson, 1986) Is actuallv mn « structural components
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Figure 2.2: Combined application of erosion control blanket and live fascine
(Allen and Leech, 1997).
2.3 ADVANTAGES OF BIOENGINEERING TECHNIQUE
The application of bloenglneering techniques give a lot of advantages In
technical, biological, economic and aesthetic characteristics. These advantages
make blotechnlcal techniques a worthwhile consideration and become one of the
best tools for protecting urban stream and bank rehabilitation from the negative
consequences of sedimentation and bank sloughing.
However, by recreating quality bank habitat, bloenglneering has the potential to
contribute locally to a more diverse and functional stream ecosystem. Although
many studies have addressed the effectiveness of bloenglneering practices at
reducing accelerated erosion due to anthropogenic Impacts (e.g., Henderson,
1986; Abernethy and Rutherford, 1998; Schaefer, 2000; Brown, 2000).
2.4 STREAM PROCESSES (DID,2012)
Stream management problems may arise from either underlying processes of
change In the river system or localised perturbations. Stream Instability can be
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the result of natural processes or human activities, it is therefore important to
.dentify the dominant stream processes present if stream management strategies
are to be implemented, which are appropriate and uniikeiy to cause adverse
responses elsewhere in the system.
^ ^ ^ ^
• l°"9 •IteMoo to the h,d,»loglc .rtment
acatastrophic flood or sequence Of major floods;
• crossing of ageomorphic threshoid; and
direct or indirect human interference.
a) Bank Erosion Processes




combination of the above, or
morphoiogicailnrelTnlereTs'^ ^^^^^^
•"Me,. „ on.
undermining and siumping (sloughinm fT coiiapse caused bydetachment of individuai particles invol failure, and initial
9"y and tunnel erosion (piping failure).
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b) Causes of Bank Erosion
Typical factors, which may contribute to bank erosion, include:
• altered water-sediment ratio in the watercourse;
• altered flow patterns including tidal currents and heights;
• general or local steam bed degradation (i.e., lowering) resulting from
altered flows;
• changes in stream flow velocities;
• loss of bank vegetation;
• wave action; and
• soil pore water pressure.
Some typical failure modes are illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
Locallysteeper stream bed (ruckpoint).
Steepening may occur Over a Few meters
or over a Stance of more than100times
the upstream stream width.
Downstream of thenickpoint the streamwidth isoftennoticeably wider.
Terraces or mid-stream barsmayformas erodedmaterial dropsout of
suspension due to the slower stream velocity inthe widened diannel.
Figure 2.1: Typical Characteristics of Bed Scour
2-9
Direct removal of material
from the face of the bank
Direct removal of material




(a) Lateral Bank Erosion
Continual wave action against
vulnerable material leadlto
washmg ascarf into the bank
VTTTTTV
(b) Bank Undercutting
^ten associated with prolonged
constant water levels, wav^^
f lenses ofmore readily
May lead to mass failure
F'gure 2.2: Bank Failures by Attrition and Fretting
WATERCOURSE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES (DID.2012)
The techniques listed in Table 2.2 are not an k
most commonly applied techniques suitable T '®P^®sent th
However not all techniques described would h
^®® to Site specific constraints Puhirsl?;








Provides protection and stability tc
eroding banks. Suitable for a range o1
bank conditions including fretting and
direct attrition.
Bank armouring
• Rock filled wire
baskets and
mattresses




Provides bank protection for a limited
time to enable "permanenf vegetation to
become established on the bank. The
technique is effective against fretting and
attrition erosion. It may also contribute to
lowering the risk of mass failure by
reducing the risk of material being
removed from the toe of the bank.
Bank stabilisation
• Battering
Reduce public safety hazard caused by
steep banks, reduce erosion hazard
caused by fast flowing overland flow,
increase bank stability against rotational
failure or mass failure, and create




Act as a separating layer between river
flows and an eroding bank. Often
combined with bank battering.
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Provides protection and stability to
eroding banks. Suitable for a range of
bank conditions including fretting and
direct attrition.
a) Toe apron requires
anchoring.
b) Where the stream is prone to
bed scour an extensive toe
apron is required.
Bank armouring
• Rock filled wire
baskets and
mattresses
Provides protection and stability to
eroding banks.
Usually fail by wire breakage due
to high sediment loads carried by




Provides bank protection for a limited
time to enable "permanent" vegetation to
become established on the bank. The
technique is effective against fretting and
attrition erosion. It may also contribute to
lowering the risk of mass failure by
reducing the risk of material being
removed from the toe of the bank.




Reduce public safety hazard caused by
steep banks, reduce erosion hazard
caused by fast flowing overland flow,
increase bank stability against rotational
failure or mass failure, and create
conducive environment for vegetation
establishment.
Land take behind the bank line




Act as a separating layer between river
flows and an eroding bank. Often
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UiiJ and water managemenF
• Fish refuges
Application
Normally used as an alignment training
technique but also provides protection
and stability to eroding banks. Suitable
for bank conditions involving;
a) fretting; and
b) direct attrition.
''"•ovides bank protection against
undermining, piping, rotationai, and
slumping failure modes.
Used to re-establish an eroded river
bank or to reinforce an existing bank.
useo to reduce ttie efferth^TM^
grade and control stream bed
degradation (deepening) by promoting
controlied sedimentation upstream of the
weir. When the upstream ponding area
the check weirbehaves in the same manner as aRock
Chute.
Used to create variation in fish habitat
that provides a variation in water




a) Where the stream is proneto
bed scour the wall may be
de-stabilised by undermining.
b) Pile driving equipment may
be required.
Requires a supply of suitable
vegetative material. Toe scour
may occur especially where the
reinforced bank is terminated
above the low water line
Requires a facing to limit the risk
of continued scour.
Maybe subject to damage under
certain depths of inundation.
Disturbance of the bank is
necessary to anchor the weir and
prevent outflanking.
Stream must be sufficiently wide
if jetties or boardwelks ere
contemplated. A good fishing
location may be inadvertently
created if there is a high level




^ gMinor system ARI Desigi\y j
g-S I remove vegetation Eu|S stabilisation measures gt
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Figures 2.5 and 2.6 provide examples of slightly improved natural channels.
Stabilisation measures in Figure 2.5(a) include check structures, riprap, minor
grading, and short sections of retaining walls. In general, little or no channel
capacity improvements are included. In Figure 2.5(b), channel capacity has been
increased to lower or confine the design storm flow by excavating outside of the
environmentally sensitive area and constructing retaining walls. Figure 2.6 shows
possible drainage improvements for composite channels. Stabilisation measures
in Figure 2.6(a) include check structures, riprap, grading, and retaining walls.
Improvements to the main channel increase capacity for minor flood flows and
may confine or reduce the depth of the design flood. In Figure 2.6(b), the main
channel area has been left undisturbed (i.e. that area containing the base flow
plus the immediate vegetation area) and the overbank conveyance capabilities
improved by excavating the floodplain area. This 'improved' natural channel has
increased capacity to safely convey the major system design flow. Provision
should be provided for maintenance access to the channel. In stabilising the
main channel and overbank, vegetation should be retained as much as possible
to meet the objectives of enhancing stability and capacity. Multiple uses of the
overbank flooding area should be encouraged, especially if the main channel





























Trees Preferably wiHigh Canopy
rmmji









(a) With Stabilisation Measures (b) With Increased Capacity






t j Meandering and








































(b) With Increased Capacity
Figure 2.6: Composite Channel (ASCE. 1992)
CHANNEL DESIGN CONSIDERATION {DID.2012)
The design of -natural channels' involves th^ .
attributes of natural watercourses pertinent to the lo t" °
and Should be based on asound understanding of
-^-ines on natural channel design methodology are pir;brOMNR
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The suggested design steps are:
a) Define Design Objectives - Identify the objectives to be met for the design.
Multiple objectives regarding conveying flood flows, aquatic habitat,
recreation, aesthetics and maintenance may exist and frequently will appear
to be in conflict.
b) Define Existing Conditions - The existing flow regime, sediment load,
channel, valley and catchment conditions can be obtained orestimated.
c) Define the Expected Conditions - The expected flow, sediment loading and
channel slope conditions can beestimated orcalculated.
d) Identify Inconsistencies - Any inconsistencies between the existing and
expected conditions should be identified and resolved.
e) Design Parameters - The design parameters for the channel for
unconstrained design conditions should be developed to satisfy the
objectives.
0 Identify Constraints - Constraints to the channei design are to be identified.
Some of the more common constraints inciude funding, property boundaries,
roads, services, flooding, and stakeholders or management disputes.
g) Identify Compromises - Compromises may be required to determine the
optimum design conditions by considering aii the site constraints.
h) Develop Design -The design of the channel system should emphasise on
creating achannel in dynamic equiiibrium with appropriate habitat features.
i) Evaiuate Design -The resuiting design shouid be compared to the optimum
design and the extent of any discrepancies (there are usuaily some) are to
be identified and assessed as to their importance in achieving the overail
design objectives.
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2.6.1 Developing a Channel Design
Every watercourse is uniquely defined by the catchment hydrology, geology and
soils, climate, vegetation, landuse, stream use, and Its geological age (stream
maturity). In designing an alluvial channel consideration should be given to the
following criteria.
a) Planform
This refers to the shape or stream configuration when viewed on aplan It covers
characteristics such as stream sinuosity (a measure of meander shape, size and
!hanne7b TT' multic nel, raided), and presence of ox-bow lakes moo ,,
laKes, meander cutoffs etc An
examination of a stream's planform can give an inHi.
. indication of whether themearKto are teoaai.j „ deceaalng. or whMte, ditfeaent reaches
cf Ihe .heam are aagradlng (areas o( depoahioe) „dag,,,,,.,
b) Bedform
Bedforms can provide Important clues to the stream „place. The presence of recently formed or^ri?!!!'''
generally Indicate an area of deposition, which ma„ !
stability of the banks opposite the bars. The or '^ "t'ficatlons on the
usually conform to anatural frequency of occurreTcrr
streams they are hardly noticeable, often oI ^
alternating deposits of coarser and finer bed deposit '^ ®tlned by regular
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c) Flow resistance
This design characteristic influences the velocity profile both vertically and
horizontally across a section, it is affected by bedform, bed and bank material,
vegetation and natural orartificial obstructions in thechannel oronthe floodplain.
The removal of bank vegetation will usually lower the surface resistance to flow
thus increasing the near bank flow velocity, if the velocity increases above the
scour threshold value for the bank material erosion will occur.
d) Stream slope
This is a measure of the longitudinal slope of the stream thalweg (line traced by
the lowest point on successive cross sections). An examination of the stream
slope can assist in identifying any sudden changes in slope, which may indicate
the presence of stream instability due to bridge, dam or other in-stream structure.
The causes of slope change can be natural or artificial (i.e. bridges, dams, or
other in-stream structure or activity such as gravel or sand extraction). Changes
in slope may be sudden (i.e. a waterfall or riffle) or gradual and only noticeable
over a considerable distance.
e) Stream width and depth
When stream width is usually considered together with depth and the ratio of the
two dimensions can provide further clues as to the dominant stream processes in
the reach. In an alluvial stream a high width to depth ratio will often indicate that
the stream is in adeposition stage where the load carrying capacity of the stream
is greater than the sediment input at the top of the reach. Urban watercourses
are often relatively deep and narrow which is a reflection on the increased water
supply following urbanisation of the catchment.
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f) Vegetation
When specifying the vegetation for achannel design an assessment of the height
and extent of flooding for a range of flood frequencies and durations should be
made. The plants should be selected according to the expected flooding regime,
light conditions and soil types present. Unless the stream bank Is particularly
statue, care should be exercised when planting large trees close to the top of the
bank Where they maybe subject to undermining from stream flow or high winds
iretatZ'T Naturalvegetation is often unable to cope with the eynprtoH k ^
rnnciHcirofi^ . ©xpected hydraulic loading andconsideration can be given to reinforcing the vegetation with aith »
riprmanont .u "egeiation With either temporary orper anent matting or other proprietary products.
2.6.2 Stable Channel Design
The stability of a channel or the suitahiiitv rtf
determined by first calculating both the mea
Allowable tractive stresses for various types of soinr"'stabilization measures Including soil bloenglneerlngTeat''T"'
Table 2.3. Additionally, product literatures from
'"formation on allowable tractive stresses or velocrT"''''
erosion control products. Table 2.4 shows the f r
general procedure for the application of Informatl '^' ^(2001) ,s outlined In the following paragraphs. P^®s®nted by FIschenlch
Step 1-Estimate Mean Hydraulic Conditions
Flow of Wdtsr in 3 h
oeomedy, ,„j rougnresT^IT' Mraullc gradieiil
avatote, ualag «.««na«p Is a««.
•The latter is preferable
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because it accounts for variations in momentum slope, which is directly related to
shear stress.
Step 2 - Estimate Local/Instantaneous Flow Conditions
The computed values for velocity and shear stress may be adjusted to account
for local variability and instantaneous values higher than mean. A number of
procedures are available to serve this purpose. Most commonly applied are
empirical methods based upon channel form and irregularity. For straight
channels, the local maximum shear stress can be calculated from the following
simple equation:
W = 1-5^ (2.1)
For sinuous channels, the maximum shear stress should be determined as a
function ofthe planform characteristics using Equation 2.2:
w = (2-2)
where,
Rg = Radius of curvature (m); and
W = Top width of the channel (m).
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 adjust for the spatial distribution of shear stress; however,
temporal maximum in turbulent flows can be 10 to 20 percent higher, so an
adjustment to account for instantaneous maximum should be added as well. A
factor of 1.15 is usually applisd.
2-19
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Step 3 - Determine Existing Stability
Existing stability should be assessed by comparing estimates of local and
instantaneous shear and velocity to values presented in Table 2.3. Both the
underlying soil and the soil or vegetation condition should be assessed. If the
existing conditions are deemed stable and are in consonance vrith other project
objectives, then no further action is required. Otherwise, proceed to step 4.
Step 4- Select Channel Lining Material
if existing conditions are unstable, or if adifferent material is needed along the
perimeter to meet project objectives, a lining material or stabilization
glTe r' ^
value sho'uld bVsteted. The' rther"'
point to hai project objectives can also be used at this(2000) charaT available alternatives. Fischenich and Allen
') wJLr (mZm,,™"' IO'«nn«x, 2013);
4) Properties of surface soils




n) Cost and installation
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Table 2.3: Permissible Shear and Velocity for Selected Lining Materials
(Fischenich, 2001)
Permissible Permissible





Fine colloidal sand 0.96-1.44 0.46 A
Sandy loam (noncolloidal) 1.44-1.92 0.53 A
Alluvial silt (noncolloidal) 2.15-2.39 0.61 A
Siltyloam (noncolloidal) 2.15-2.39 0.53-0.69 A
Firm loam 3.59 0.76 A
Soils Fine gravels 3.59 0.76 A
Stiff clay 12.45 0.91-1.37 A. F
Alluvial silt (colloidal) 12.45 1.14 A
Graded loam to cobbles 18.19 1.14 A
Graded silts to cobbles 20.59 1.22 A
Shales and hardpan 32.08 1.83 A
25 mm 15.80 0.76-1.52 A
50 mm 32.08 0.91-1.83 A
Gravel/Coble
150 mm 95.76 1.22-2.29 A
300 mm 191.52 1.68-3.66 A
Class A turf 177.16 1.83-2.44 E, N
Class B turf 100.55 1.22-2.13 E. N
Class C turf 47.88 1.07 E, N
Long native grasses 57.46-81.40 1.22-1.83 G, H, L. N
Vegetation Short native and bunch
grass
33.52-45.49 0.91-1.22 G. H, L, N
Reed plantings 4.79-28.73 N/A E.N
Hardwood tree plantings 19.63-119.70 N/A E.N



















2.29-4.57 E, G, M
RECPs
Fullv veaetated 383.04 2.44-6.40 F. L. M
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Table 2.3: Permissible Shear and Velocity for Selected Lining Materials
(Fischenich, 2001)





dso = 150 mm 119.70 1.52-3.05 H
dso = 225 mm 181.94 2.13-3.35 H
Riprap dso = 300 mm 244.19 1.52-3.96 H
dso =450 mm 363.89 1.68-4.88 H
dso =600 mm
WattlftR





Live brush mattress (Initial)






Kanges of values generally reHect multiple
A- Chang, h.H. (1988);
B. Florineth. (1982).
C. Gerstgraser, C. (1998).
D. Goff, K. (1999).
E- Gray, D.H., and Sotir, R.B. (iggg).
F- Julien, P.y. (1995).


























of data or different testing conditions.
'• H.M. and R. stem. (1996).J. Schoklitsch, A. (1937).
K. Sprague, C.J. (1999)
L. Temple, D.M. (1980).
M. TXDOT (1999).
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Table 2.4 shows recorded shear stress and velocities withstood by TRM's and
ECB's (UCC, 2013).





Ib/ft2 N/m^ Ib/ft2 N/m2
Sandy loam 0.0167 1.75 0.53 Design Temple, 1980
Silt loam 0.0218 2 0.61
Design Temple, 1980
Alluvial silts 0.0218 2 0.61 Design Temple, 1980
Ordinary firm loam 0.0341 2.5 0.76 Design Temple, 1980
Very light loose sand, no
vegetation or protection
1-1.5 0.3 - 0.46 Limit
Fortier &
Scobey, 1926
Average sandy soil 2-2.5 0.61 - 0.76 Limit
Fortier &
Scobey, 1926






reinforced vegetation — 5 244
Limit Theisen, 1992
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Magnitude, frequency and variability of stream
discharge; Magnitude and distribution of velocity




Rainfall amount, intensity and duration; Frequent
end duration of freezing
Seepage forces; Piping; Soii moisture levels
idth and depth of channel; Height and angle o
bank; Bend curvature
Vegetation ~ty^ density and root characte
Burrows
^;||^ ^3i^tion, flood controiTboatinq. irrigation
Step 5-Recompute Fiow Vaiues
adjusted to account for local ann • hydraulic conditions should
velocity iimits for various channei extremes. Tabie 2.5 prese
screening aiternatives. or as an altern t" This tabie is usefu
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Step 6 - Confirm Lining Stability
The stability of the proposed lining should be assessed by comparing the
threshold values in Table 2.3 to the newly computed hydraulic conditions. These
values can be adjusted to account for flow duration using Figures 2.7 and 2.8 as
a guide. If computed values exceed thresholds, Step4 should be repeated. If the
threshold is not exceeded, a factor of safety (PS) for the project should be




























1.22-1.83 1.83-2.44 > 2.44 m/s
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2000) Flow Duration (FIschenich and Alien,
(7) 21
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2.6.3 Limitations
Techniques described in previous section are generally applicable to stream
restoration projects that include revegetation of the riparian zone or
bioengineering treatment. Detailed design criteria can be found in DID Manual,
Volume 2-River Management (DID, 2009).
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This Study only focused on applicability of channel lining material for sustainable
urban drainage application against erosion. Figure 3.1 shows the research
approached flow chart. The allowable velocity and shear stress for channel lining
materials in test channel will be measure without vegetation. Relevant chart was
produced in order to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of selected
channel lining material. The produced chart then will be compare to established







•selection of Sufta^^engineodng Tochnlques Channel
"^1
Constiuctlon ofEarth Channel
-»| Experimental Worica for DiflerentMateriaia
Identification forIn<8<at
and Common Failure M
ore of PossBiIe FaBures
odes
'Evaluation of Btoenfltaeertng letluihiuea loi
Channel Bank Stabfflzaton
Ted»ik|i«3 Cbannsl
31; Flow Chart of Research Activities
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3.1 Description ofMethodology
This section will describe about the Drocp«5<i in ^ .process in conducting of this research
starting with identification of strenath<i and
„ , . , sirengtns and weaknesses of various channel lining
material until evaluation of bioenaineprinn •
stabllzallon. techniques u, channel bank
fnZr: :rte„::T•» —-
weaknesses h™ qnfeie,, petepechves cTn
"®'l '''^«'ete teweweu q,scipi|„esfluvial geomorphology for their cont" hydraulic, hydrology and
practices. From this review, the resea channel bank stabilization
and approaches into traditional en ' various techniques
blotechnical engineering perspectives^" '^"^^"" '^ 9®°'^ OfPhology, and
Information and data collected were rn„
Illustrations, figures and texts. This dor a format that includesof bioengineenng techniques for professr^T convenient knowledge
practice. Professionals in research tw,- •h. training, education, or
3-1.2 Selection of s f h
^^^^ilization Aitamnf '^^ ^^Qineering Tarn •Alternatives '^ hniques Channel Bank
Bioengineering techniques wer^
TechnioiK. construction »• • technique'ss were selected which evidenc Property was collected-
strengths with the potential to
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compensate for weaknesses of traditional techniques. Two (2) types of channel
lining materials of bloenglneering technique such as Turf Reinforcement Map
(TRM) and Erosion Control Blanket (BOB) are been selected. Both products were
designed for erosion protection and the establishment of vegetation up to 12
months. Others technical specification for both selected material are shown In
Table 3.1. Technical specification for rolled erosion control product from oversea
|F0^0I'0PQ0 Q3P |30 used as a comparison purpose are shown In Table3.2.
The Important parameters to consider when specifying erosion control matting
are (CIRIA, 2015):
1) Weight - gives some Indication of durability
2) Yarn thickness and number of threads - gives some Indication of durability
and strength
3) Open area - affects water permeability and soil retention properties
4) Yarn quality - affects how long the mesh takes to degrade, Its water
retention and Its flexibility
5) Function when Installed - will It be planted up for eventual self-
sustalnablllty and cohesion with new developing root systems (In which
case a biodegradable material Is suitable) or will It need to act as erosion
control In the longer term, such as for topsoll retention on slopes (In which
case the product should not degrade over the service life of the SuDS).
3-3
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Coir Fibre (0350)/Coir Fibre
+ Paddy Straw (SC350)





















inn SlopesT0.25kg/m2 or 100.52N/m2
PP UV Stabilized
Desired Time Scale Type
Code









Processed degradable natural and/or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together by a single rapidly





Processed rapidly degrading natural or polymer




Processed degradable natural and/or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together by a single rapidly
degrading synthetic or natural fiber nettings
2:1 1.75 84
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Table 3.2: Rolled Erosion Control Product Comparison (ECTC, 2006)
Desired Time Scale Type
Code













Processed degradable natural and/or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together by a single rapidly
degrading synthetic or natural fiber nettings 3:1 1.50 72
Open Weave Textile
Processed rapidly degrading natural or polymer




Processed degradable natural and/or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together by a single rapidly








Processed slow degrading natural or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together between two slow




Processed slow degrading natural or polymer yarns






Processed slow degrading natural or polymer fibers
mechanically bound together between two slow




Processed slow degrading natural or polymer yarns
or twines woven into a continuous matrix
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Table 3.2: Rolled Erosion Control Product Comparison (Continued) (ECTC, 2006)










Non or partially degradable synthetic fibers,
filaments, nets, wire mesh and/or other elements,
processes into a permanent, three dimensional













1) Shear stress unvegetated rolled erosion control product can sustain without physical damage or excessive erosion (>12.7mm (0.1 Sin) soil
loss) during a 30 minute flow event, based on historical experience and large scale testing of products with Manning's roughness coefficients
of0.01 - 0.05. Test methods include ASTM D6459 orothers deemed acceptable by the engineer.
2) Shear stress fully vegetated turf reinforcement mat can sustain without physical damage or excessive erosion (>12.7mm (O.Sin) soil loss)
during a 30 minute flow event, based on large scale testing. Test methods include ASTM D6460 or others deemed acceptable by the
engineer.
During installation
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Example of bank stability projects using the materials ofTRM and ECB as shown
in Table 3.3.










Table 3.4 show the advantages and disadvantages for both lining material from
several local and oversea references.
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Easier to install than rock or concrete and no heavy
equipment required
Functioning as a natural filter for runoff water by
allowing infiltration, entrapping sediments and
absorbing harmful pollutants.
Need little maintenance other the periodic mowing.
Provide a flexible lining that won't crack and
deteriorate like concrete.
Creating a more natural, aesthetically pleasing and
ecologically functional green landscape.
I Control erosion
) Stabilize soil to control runoff from land-disturbing
activities with steep slopes
I Prevent scouring in storm water detention ponds,
water storage ponds, small open channels, drainage
ditches and runoff conveyance systems within parking
lot medians, and along stream banks and shorelines
iv) Retrofit existing hard armor systems. For example, in
1994, the City of Chattanooga, Tennessee, began a
program to improve water quality by protecting aquatic
habitat and reducing sediment transport to receiving
water bodies. The City chooses to retrofit existing
concrete lined storm water channels into vegetative
swales.
v) Improving water quality, provide aesthetic




Should not be used:-
i) To prevent deep seated slope failure due to causes
other than surficial erosion,
ii) When anticipated hydraulic conditions are beyond the
limits of TRMs and natural vegetation,
iii) Directly beneath drop outlets to dissipate impact force
(although they may be used beyond the impact zone),
iv) Where wave height may exceed 30 centimeters (1
foot)(although they may be used to protect areas up
slope of the wave impact zone).
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By protecting the soil from scouring forces and enhancing
vegetative growth, TRMs can raise the threshold of
natural vegetation to withstand higher hydraulic forces on
slopes, streambanks and channels which leads to
reduction in soil loss.
ii) In addition, the use of natural vegetation provides
particulate contaminant removal through sedimentation
and soil infiltration, and improves the aesthetics of a site.
Hi) TRMs, unlike temporary erosion control products, are
designed to stay in place permanently to protect seeds
and soils and to improve germination.
iv) Although most effective when used in fully vegetated
areas, TRMs have also been used to prevent erosion in
arid, semi-arid and high altitude regions with limited
vegetative growth.
v) Apart from that, TRMs reduce evaporation and insulates
the soil, reduce soil moisture loss, moderate soil
temperature, prevent crusting and sealing of the soil
surface and increase infiltration
vi) Reinforcing vegetation with TRMs has become an
acceptable, performance proven, cost effective and
environmentally friendly altemative to concrete, rock
riprap, rock mattresses and other forms of non-vegetative
lining materials due to effectively reducing construction
times, construction costs (about 75% reduction), materia
costs, equipment requirements and most importantly
improving water quality and ground water recharge
capabilities.
vii) TRMs, with shear stresses up to 480 to 576 pa (similar to
more than 80cm rock rip-rap), have proven their
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Table 3.4: Advantages and Disadvantages of using TRM and ECB (Continued)
/ Channel Lining 1 . ,
1 Materiais 1 Advantages Disadvantages
1 1i) Immediate effectiveness as it covers the whole so
/ 1 surface, immediately reducing soil erosion losses.
/ 1ii) Rainfall protection as it absorbs and dissipates energj/ 1 released by heavy rainfall where soil, seed and fertilize
/ 1 are protected from being washed away.1 1Hi) Reducing in runoff velocity and hence the capacity ol
/ £0g 1 runoff to detach and transport soil particles.
1 (Fibromat) 1 improved soil fertility as its bio-degrades by improving the/ / organic matter content and buffering capacity and
/ / moisture retention is enhanced, providing critical water to
/ 1 assist plant establishment during periods of drought.
/ 1v) Protect young grass as it prevent washout of seedlings





1 1i) Erosion control blankets can be providing immediate soil
/ / surface stabilization.
/ 1ii) Even if herbaceous vegetation does not grow, the
/ / blankets will provide excellent protection for at least one/ (UCC, 2013) 1 season.
/ / Hi) Woody cuttings such as stakes, wattles and fascines may
/ / be used with erosion control blankets and geotextiles
i) The slopes must be uniform and relatively smooth
before installation to ensure complete contact with the
soil.
ii) The associated laborcost may be higher.
j 1i) Can provide for some degree of immediate stabilization
1 ii) Numerous manufacturers, each with a number of different
1 products, allow for the selection of a product which meets
Rolled Erosion 1 the individual characteristics ofeach site
Control Products 1Hi) Stabilizes disturbed slope and protects surface from ii
(RECPs) erosive forces of raindrop impact.
(ECTC,2006) iv) Promotes growth of vegetation.
v) Most products degrade over time, eliminating potential
maintenance issue.
1
) Various products and manufacturers have different
design and construction standards. Designer must rely
on manufacturer's data.
) Permanent stabilization and protection is dependent
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trates the applicability
techniques. Tempera
e 3.2, eventually leav


















Figure 3.2: Erosion Controi Techniques (USEPA, 1999)
3.1.3 Construction of Test Oiannei
The seiected site proiect is located at Physicai Laboratory of REDAC, USM
I t plan of the physical lab is shown in Figure 3.3.
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jvwait
(a) Proposed Channel (b) Water Intake from Existing Water Tank
Figure 3.4: Existing Condition of Selected Site Project
The new earth channel for this research project will be constructed by following
the determined design criteria. Design characteristics of the constructed earth










1 / 500 or 0.002







o r, \ hPlow shows the dimensional of constructed earth channel forFiaures 3.o(a; * uciw.
thi Drooosed proJdd' ™ """"""" "" " "
chaL bank mnat aWaya ab.v. the higbast normal spl.ab zone aa sho»n In
Figure 3.6.
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Technique at Channel Bank
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Application of Bioengineering




Figure 3.6; Application ofBioengineering Techniques
The first stage for construction of test channel, proposed existing channel need to
be clear up from wood debris and minor repair need to be do at the certain part of
thechannel as shown in Figure 3.7.
7- Dismantling and Cleaning Works in Proposed Channel
3-15
Figure 3
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Application of Bioengineering




Figure 3.6: Application of Bioengineering Techniques
The first stage for construction of test channel, proposed existing channel need to
be clear up from wood debris and minor repair need to be do at the certain part of
the channel as shown in Figure 3.7.
1
*
•^"^IITTT^rnantling and Cleaning Works In Proposed Channel
3-15
s««nd Mases of conotofcfto, am to pmparlag the piaafom geometfy of fh.
""" "" """fWl M" cut Slope fmshl,by foltapp Iho des,9P odtsp. Of fast chanpal. F|gp^ 3 ^
prepardtion works of planform OGomptn/ fr\r «u
Pbyslcal lab. ^ bbdbnal In lha
mafodals mns. be In Indml'rritrC ^
allowing the lining materials to drape over
to the soil by stapling. The bamboo stlckslTr^ ""dulatlons and securing
material on the soil surface. The Hnln • stapling the liningbottom and side slopes In the direction ®'°"9 channel
shows the laying works of lining mateZ ZIh^ ^
channel. An example of Installation guide of ^^0 Proposed test
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APLICATION
(a) Unrol/the TRM forLaying Works
(d) Unro/I the ECB for Laying Works
(b) stapling usingBamboostick
(e) Stapling using Bamboo Stick (f) Downstream of Earth Channel
Figure 3.9; Laying and Stapling Works of Lining Material in ttie Proposed Test Channel




Seams overlap appr. 5cm and
gear into each other.
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(a) Phase 1: Unvegetated Vmax^ (b) Phase 2: Partially Vegetated (c) Phase 2: Fully Vegetated Vmax^
Performance Vmax^ Performance Performance
Figure 3.13(a) - (c): Three (3) Phases of Condition to be Tested
(Source: North American Green -Vmax^ Tech Facts)
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3.1.4 Experimental Works for Different Materials/Materials to be Tested
The »a», »ni be pumped l„,o the test channel ftom the existing „ate, tanit The
»ater through the test channel to the downstream of the channel' The
riirzirtisrrrr«-
- »ater tanh will re:.™tZ r!'""
channel as show In Figure 3.14. Figure 315(a) _rp) „ """""
tank tlow through the test channel. ""
"9"™ 3.14: Pumpcirculati
'"""•t'Ti for Eadh Channel
3-22
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3-23
^—7:7(b) Downstream of Test Channel(a) Upstream of Test Channel
Figure 3.15: Water Flow through the Test Channel
cause of the backwater effect at the downstream of the channel, only 5m length
at the middle part of the test channel will be use for testing. The profile of each
, Hw.=incltv Of test channel will be measure by using flow1m rross sectional and veiociiy
• F" 316(a) - (c). Flow meter is use for measuring themeter as shown in igu accurate method for measuring the flow is to
velocity of open channe ^
measure the cross sectional area
vPlocltv In the cross-section.determine the average
of a river is the volume of water flowing through aThe flow rate or ^ expressed as m^/s. It Is calculated as
cross-section mauni cross-sectional area but is affected by water
the product of average ve gradient and roughness of the river bed.
depth, alignment of the giope-area method, using these factors In
Discharge may be estima equation. The simplest of the several
one of the variations o although developed for conditions of
variations Is the Manning adequate estimate of the non-
„„„o™ .« in opnn
uniform flow which is usua
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The Manning equation states that:
Q = AR2/3S1/2
Where;
Q = discharge (m^/s)
A=cross-sectional area (m2)
R= hydraulic radius (m) and =AlP
P =wetted perimeter (m)
s =slope of gradient of the stream bed
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In 1965, Rouse critically reviewed hydraulic resistance in open channels on the
basis of fluid mechanics. He pointed out the effects of cross-sectional shape,
boundary non-uniformity, and flow unsteadiness, in addition to viscosity and wall
roughness that are commonly considered. Rouse (1965) classified flow
resistance into four components (Yen, B., 2002).
1) Surface orskin friction,
2) Form resistance or drag,
3) Wave resistance from free surface distortion, and
4) Resistance associated with local acceleration or flow unsteadiness.
The most important factors that affect the selection of channel nvalues are (Yen,
B., 2002:
1) The type and size of the materials that compose the bed and banks of the
channel, and
2) The shape of the channel.
Flow resistance coefficients, such as the Manning's n, are used in a
wide range of hydraulic and hydrologic analyses. The results of these
analyses affect the design, operation, and management of water-
resources projects (Soong, David T.. et al. 2012).
Values of the roughness coefficient nmay be assigned for conditions that exist at
the time of aspecific flow event, for average conditions over arange in stage, orfo^anticipated conditions at the time of afuture event (Arcement. G.J.. Jr.. and
Schneider. V.R.. 1989.)
„ .... ,.«rrpiate and systematise existing data from natural and artificialIn an effort to correiai j *
mnnm i" '»»» "*
(DID. 2000):
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n
where nis the Manning roughness coefficient Rwthe Chezy equation the following relationshi ' ug ationship can be written (DID, 2000):
n
This relationship indicates that the Chez d"
Manning coefficient and the hydraulic coefficient is afunction of th
empirically as acoefficient which re ' Manning nwas develops
boundary condition, regardless of slo approximately aconstant for agive
flow. As amatter of fact, however^r T channel, or depth c
some extent, mother words the R. , nto vary t
and the relative roughness have an 17 the channe
(DID, 2000,, „„ ^ ,
Velocity vanes approximately as ana
3IvTh *^^P'®al verticlr'" channel bottom to i
velocity a^C the surfaoeTsT^; '
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Surface
Figure 3.17: Typical River Velocity Profile In the Vertical Plane
Shear stress Is an Important parameter In habitat rehabilitation design, because
all materials, whether manufactured or natural, used for habitat rehabilitation
must be able to withstand the expected shear stress at the design discharge
(Saldl-Caromlle et al. 2004).
On any given bank, the material and vegetation types required to resist erosion
may vary with location. Lane's diagram. Figure 3.18, shows theoretical
distribution of shear stress on streambed and banks on a straight section of
trapezoidal channel. Based on Lane's diagram, materials and plants of greater
shear resistance are required lower on the bank, while a lighter-duty treatment




Figure 3.18: Distribution of Shear Stress on Streambed and Banks
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Acommon application of the equation for maximum shear stress in a straight
reach wiil be appiy for streambed and bank of the test channei.
For maximum shear stress on the bed is (DID, 2009)*
Xbed =YRS =y(A/P)S








maximum bed shear stress (N/m2)
the specific weight of water (N/m^)
hydraulic radius in m
flow cross-sectional area (m2)
wetted perimeter (m)
energy slope in m/m
This calcuiation gives aquantitative m
bed of the channei. »be erosive force acting i
-. ..o.
stre« Tu Stress can be used tn P®zoid or rectangui.
t-'e bed) a'Ltr'*' °"e-third d '^
Skte Slope M This faoe, ^
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maximum bed shear stress (N/m^)
ratio from Figure 3.16
c -o 1.0
H p 0.9
Figure 3.19: Coefficient Ki vs. Side Slope z. and Width/Depth B/d Ratio
3.1.5 Identification for Indicators of Possible Failures and Common Failure
Modes
- inn t^hnkiue. « Mure .. de .11 er^lneerlng applMon.. A.
use el Md» """"d"" ® ° lecliruques channel
Z; aBbilzadon prelect because current hncntedge ef twtatlve pntpetttes are
nniuuted TheItuulatp.<«essinteracttn9Wttht«getationtu,tt,erceu,pttc.testt,eLtlzattenmechantsm-Iabteengtneertng techniques prelect
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Despite the difficulty of identifvina thp arti.oi r
nhanomano u u ' ®®"se. the followingpnenom6na, whan observGd durinn •
failures: monitonng. can be indicators of possible
i) erosion at the toe of the underwater sinna i a-
bank; ' failure of the overlying
ii) erosion of the soil along the banks, caused by currents-
III) sloughing of saturated cohesive hanu • '
iv) flow slides (iiguefaction) in saturated ^ZT d""'
V) erosion of soil by groundwater seepaaeI , r
vi) erosion of the upper bank or the river bott
VII) shrinking and swelling of clays. 3"^
Unlike achannel stabilized with traHi« .
the above symptoms can be eco^^ *®c'iniques, channel banks that show
C«l„e,de„,,,
live stakes and joint
3-1-6 ''''"^"onofBioenginserlngTscmn
The lack of Stabilization
^•'^ ""eli^tion 7rZT'l,been ac
Kondoif, 1998) This^(Kondolf, 1995."^°"^ restoration and
--P'ex stream e;virr'''"'*°*^^ '^-fficuitie3i'°^^^^^ 1^^®=
--ost agencies (Kondoif Tgl'lT """"'""9"®®® to
"Mistakes and understand ! '®®®®f®hers seek t activities W
~ ^ j rr
a thOTOigft at, "WiptelM K Miops. pioiecB
"^o^Pion on tpa '•« «oPo« „9»)
®"teria for different project
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Objectives. For the objective of channel bank stabilization, they suggested
collecting the following data to monitor a project:
i) channel cross-sections;
ii) water surface elevations;
iii) channel width-to-depth ratio;
iv) streambank and bed erosion rates;
v) longitudinal profile; and
vi) aerial photo
While it is vegetation that makes bioengineering techniques a viable channel
bank stabilization option, it is ironicaliy. working with vegetation that seems to
pose the most difficulty on abioengineering techniques project. Uitimateiy the
stabilization mechanism of bioengineering techniques reiies upon the
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Linear graph for test channel bed J
each cross section versus longll^JinaTd^^^"
a^^Pi^oftest Channel bed Slope, 4,3 show th,
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• of TRM and ECB were installed over a topsoll andThe selected lining materia o ^ escalating levels of hydraulic force/shear
exposed to IV2 hours flow g simulate field conditions only for
stress. The research was nning. There are three (3) different of
unvegetated reinforced vege ® ,^e experiment. The depth are
depth measured from the tej^ c recorded by
5cm, 10cm and 15cm. ., ^i^ided to get the average value for each
using flow or current meter an^^
cross section. Starting with ^2m/s. The average vertical
10cm depth recorded is m ^g^/3 1g^/s. While the
velocity for 10cm depth ^g^^rded is in between 3.1 m/s to 3.5m/s.
average vertical velocity for g^g^age vertical velocity
The experiment was ^3, o.7m/s to 1.4m/s. The total average verticalfor 5cm depth recorded IS in ^ 2.7m/s. While the average
velocity for lOom depth mc 32^/3 4,1^/3, Basedvertical velocity forl5omdept
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y = -0.0043X+ 0.2886
R^= 0.3273
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on recorded average vertical velocity from different three (3) depths show that
thedeepermeasurementpointthehighervertical velocity.
The formuia which is equai to area of flow times tho
get the volumetric flow rate of each cross section Based' '
-at. to, b«,h Wng torn
'^^ t^tna-a point ffia higher «o„ ^ ""
the results summary of total average vert" i ^ ^ ^
material used in this research. velocity and flow for both lining
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d(Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3) are determined from labAll the n values of Manning's n plotted as a function of flow
experiment data. The r channel are shown In Figure 4.4 and
section in le&icu
depth for each cross selected lining material show
Figure 4.5. The va'"® ° jgjgii calculation for flow discharge of
0.3581 for TRM and 0.3184 or gnd Appendix D.
each cross section can be re e
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Manning's nvs Flow Depth for ECB









Figure 4.5 Manning's n
versus Flow Depth Graph for ECB
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4.2 Estimating Shear Stress for Channei Lining Materiais
Allowable velocity and allowable shear stress values for a number of different
"man-made" channel lining materials are presented In Table 4.4. Data In the table
were compiled from many sources. Ranges of allowable velocities and shear
stresses therefore, are presented In the table. For manufactured products, the
deslaner should consult the manufacturer's guidelines to determine thresholds for
. X/mn 9no9t Table 4.5 show other references for general
a snaclfic oroduct (DID. zuu»;.
-rtormanca of """ ^Lporod .0 o.l»f oroslon 000.0^
44 relate to cross-sectional averaged values. The dataThe values in Tabe •^ uniform and does not exhibit the
typically come from ui^ channels. The recommended values are
same level of s^hould consider modifying tabular values based
empirically derived. The ^u^ration of flow, soils, temperature, debris in
on site-specific conditions channel shape and planform (Hoag andthe stream, and plant species, as we
Fripp 2002).





reinforced erosion coconut fiber with net
products (RECP) Fiberglass roving
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Allowable Velonitv anH .Qhckor .
I lun
.auiB c y d S ea Stress for TRM and ECB Compared
Other Erosion Control Products by Greenfix Company







2.5-6.8 0.35 - 3.7Turf Reinforcement Mat
8.0-20.0 2.0-10.0GeoCell Confinement
6.0 - 9.0
Fabric Formed Revetments 4.0 - 8.0
2.0 - 24.0kip h(ap (6"to 18"thick)
2.0 - 5.0interlocking Block Mats
15.0-26.0 4.4 - 25.0
The allowable velocity and allowable shear .sfr.. ,
degradable RECP from Table 44are Hp temporarlining material are straw with net for RECpTTo ^he types c
coconut fiber with net for RECP Erosion r »" ®'"^0'"cement Mat (TRM) an
Shear stress for both lining mate
from studies using short durations The est" *yP'®ally develope
this experiment are using shear formula wlh '
water hrnes hydraulic radius and energy slope Th" '^ ^
stress ,s equal to coefficient K1 (versus sHe . '
estimate bed shear stress as shown In F|,p.e 3
The depth for the bed of 15 rm
ror;?," ^ ~ rrrr"
mILT N'""'» b,„K IT^ ^ '"""3 ™teh.l giv.
oae, z:::: t
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depth for the bed of 15cm gives the lowest values of estimate shear stress for
both lining materials. Lining material of TRM gives the values 0.486 N/m3 for bed
and 0385 N/m^ for bank of test channel. While lining material of ECB gives the
values 0.479 N/m' for bed and 0.383 N/m3 for bank of test channel. Based on
recorded calculated estimating shear stress from different three (3) depths, show
that the deeper measurement point the higher estimate shear stress. Table 4.4
show the summary of estimating of average shear stress for test channel bed
u Sr, Ciniirp 4 6 to Figure 4.7 shows the average shear stress
and bank. The graph in Figure 4.o lo na














































Average Bed Shear Stress, T,,
of Tested Material
4.000 4.500 5.000 5.500 6.000 e.500 7.000 7
B/y
Bed Shear Stress, Tb ofTRM
500 8.000 8500
Bed Shear Stress, Tb ofECB























Figure 4.7: Average Bank Shear Stress
for Tested Material
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The expetlmental werks In me labornloni tor nn»eget.te<l testing to both tested
lining ntetetieis, we™ enp.»ed to «»» gene™iin9 in.™n,»b.ii, 9^'
St,esses from 0,486 N/m' up to 0,075 NW et me ohsnnei Wand 0,385 Nto
op to 0787 N/rrf at the chann- bank to lining matedai of TRM, San» goes to
•, tarn were exposed to flows generating incrementally greaterhmng matenai KS^w ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^seassbe^es tont^JO Nto ^p^^^ ^ ^
rnni ::rjn aowered to soil mas and the ma.ing smtoo™ was
assessed for physioai damage and «ber loss,
endix Cfor detail calculation of estimate shearRefer to Appendix Band PP Appendix Eand Appendix Fwill
stress for TRM test channel bed |^ ggf stress for ECB test channel bed and
show the detail calculation of e
bank.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
Rolled Erosion Control Product (RECPs) such as Turf Reinforcement Mats(TRM) and Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) has become an acceptable.
^ effective and environmentally friendly alternative toperformance forms of non-vegetative lining materials.
rock riprap, roc m „__ters need to take into account include hydraulic
There are several design parameters neeo lo .....vegetation type and
data such as shears tre
product speclfication/prope I penetration and UV resistance are
roughness, resiliency, en ^ considered,
the important product prope
stress with an average allowable velocity overFlow generating of shear physical damage to the matting. This
unvegetated tested materials re quantifies the erosion control
testing, in conjunction with P ..|jjjgg foe selected lining material and
and vegetation reinforcem Hesign values of both selected lining
p™v«e, (u*er »u»s«pW°" <«
material
roughness coefficient indicates to what extent the
The Manning's nvalue or the ^ The coefficient
surface or the channel will res The nvalue for tested
varies with the type of "in'og f" j^gnjal works was close to the estimated nlining material obtained
value from the product m
dv regarding on hydrauiic assessment of
TPe„ «p fu.«'
blopnglneedng'»* """ 'T T
ln.e,«9a<e « ° ^ 7". T
^aesspieb. .be"
ASSESSMENT OF BIOENGINEERING TECHNIQUE FOR SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE APLICATION
application in Malaysia. Benefits of ttie study can be used as guidance In order to
ensure the effectiveness and applicability of the techniques for bank stability and
protection against erosion especially for urban environment condition.
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APPENDIX A: Calculation of Flow Discharge for TRM
Date: 03/06/2015 (Wednesday) Time: 3JD0 pm Location: Physical Modeline Laboratpry Cross Section; CKO.OO
lOistBiioefrofnl Veitiial























































































































































































Date: O^iP^ZOlS (Wednesday) Tiine:3J5pin Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory Cross Section: CH1.00 Depth: 5cm
(lAtancefram Vertkal



















Method ofReaifi^ Vertkal Vek»city(in/s)
OJD 0160 0180 0l2D o.a>
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
OjOOO 0.00 I 0.00 0.00
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 1 0.00
0.012 0.00 I 0.00 0.00
0.024 0.16 0.15 0.14
0342 0.25 032 034
0342 0.13 0.14 0.15
0.018 0.13 0.11 0.12
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00
030 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 10 I 11 iz
section Section L „
Width "r-® Reman..
^Vefaxaty , , Depth , (mVl)OJD Average ("<) | (m) I I
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.02 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.08 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.075 0.10 0.03 0.003 0.0002
0.15
0.193 0.10 0.06 0.005 0.0011
034
0.188 0.10 0.07 0.007 0.0013
0.14
0.130 0.10 0.05 0.005 0.0007
0.12
0.050 0.08 0.02 0.001 0.0001
0.00
0.000 0.02 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00








































































Eterte: (8/0S/2015 (Wednesday) Time:330 pm
1
iKstancefroml Votical






















































































































































































Method ofReading Vertical Velocity
non I 080 I OZD ao)
OMK) 0.00 OjOO 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 OXX)
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.(X) 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
ODOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.006 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.036 0.28 028 027
0336 031 031 032
0336 034 033 032
0318 0.00 030 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 030 0.00 0.00
0300 030 0.00 0.00














































































































































































































































































































PBte: 2S/05/2C1S rrhufsday] TUme: 10.00 am
/OirtaioeframI Vertieaf
Left Bank 1 DeptlvO









































































0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 O.OCKX)
0.00
0.000 0.04 0.02 0.001 0.0000
0.00
0.015 0.06 0.06 0.004 0.0001
0.03
0.112 0.10 0.10 0.010 0.0011
0.19
0.382 0.10 0.12 0.012 0.0046
0.57
0.560 0.10 0.13 0.013 0.0073
035
0.523 0.10 0.12 0.012 0.0063
030
0.248 0.10 0.06 0.006 0.0014
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0.00

































































































































































































































0.20 0.6D 0.8D 0.2O 0.0)
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJXX) 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 OjOO 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.024 0.14 0.15 0.16
0.048 0.30 031 0.30
0J072 0.37 0.36 036
0.072 0.42 0.44 0.44
0.066 0.43 0.41 0.44
0J048 031 032 032
0.012 0.00 0.00 0.00
OOOO OJOO 0.00 0.00
ODOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
ODOO OJOO 030 030
OjOOO 030 030 0.00
OXJO 030 0.00 030















0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.075 0.06 0.02 0.001
0.15
0327 0.04 0.06 0.002
0.30
0.333 0.10 0.10 0.010
036
0.398 0.10 0.12 0.012
0.43
0.430 0.10 0.12 0.012
0.43
0.322 0.10 0.10 0.010
032
0.108 0.10 0.05 0.005
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.01 0.001
0.00
0300 0.05 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.000 0.05 0.00 0.000
0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.00




















































































location: Physical Modeling Laboratoryngl
Vertical Vefodty
06D 0.8D Average
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 030 030 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
031 030 030 030
036 037 038 037
030 039 030 030
031 031 030 031
036 036 036 036
035 035 037 036
0.00 0.00 030 030
0.00 030 030 030
030 030 030 030
030 030 OjOO 030
030 030 030 030







































































































Time:lljOOBtn Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory3




OJOOO 0.00 OJOO OJOO
0.000 0.000 0.0000
OJOOO 0.00 OJOO 0.00
0.000 0.000 0.0000
OJOOO OJOO OJOO OJOO
0.000 0.000 0.0000
















OjOOO 0.00 OHO 0.00
0.000 0.000 0.0000
OjOOO 0.00 OjCX) 0.00
0.000 0.000 0.0000
OHOO 0.00 0.00 OHO
0.000 0.000 0.0000














Oistancefroml Vertical Method of ReatGns VertkalVelodty t tverage Section Average Section
FloWjQLeft Bank 1 DeotlkD 1 im/s) ^eitkal Width Vertical Area Remarkslin) 1 (*n) 1 03D 030 030 030 030 030 / Average h/etodty(m/s) (m) Depth(m) (m^) (mVs)
OJOO 1 osso \ 0300 - - 0.00 0.00 030 - 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
1 oao 1 OJOO \ 0.000 - - 030 0.00 0.00 . 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
0^0 OJOO 1 0300 - - 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000 03000
1 030 1 OJOO 1 OJOOO - - 0.00 0.00 030 - 0.00
0.000 0.05 0.00 0.000 0.0000
1 035 1 0.00 1 ojoao - - 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 0.00
0.000 0.05 0.01 0.001 0.0000
1 0.40 1 OJ02 1 0312 - - 0.00 0.00 030 - 0.00
0.010 0.10 0.04 0.004 03000
1 030 1 OJ06 t OJ036 - - 0.01 0.02 033 - 032
0.022 0.10 0.09 0.009 0.0002
1 0.60 1 031 1 OJ066 - - 032 0.02 0.03 - 0.02
0.162 0.10 0.11 0.011 0.0018
1 0.70 1 031 1 - OJ066 - - 032 0.29 039 - 030
0360 0.10 0.14 0.014 0.0078
1 030 1 037 1 - 0302 - - 0.79 0.84 033 - 032
0.795 0.10 0.17 0317 0.0135
1 030 1 037 1 - 0302 - - 0.78 0.77 0.76 - 0.77
0.815 0.10 0.17 0.017 0.0134
1 uro 1 036 1 - 0396 - - 036 038 034 - 036
0.613 0.10 0.13 0.013 0.0080
1 130 1 030 1 - OJ060 - - 037 035 038 - 037
0.183 0.04 035 0.002 03004
1 134 t OJK) 1 0300 - - 030 030 030 - 030
0300 036 0.00 0300 0.0000
1 130 1 OJOO 1 0300 - - 030 0.00 030 - 0.00
0300 0.10 030 0.000 0.0000
1 130 1 OjOO I 0300 - - 030 OJOO 030 - 030
0300 0.10 0.00 0.000 0.0000
1 1.40 1 OJOO 1 - 0300 - 030 030 030 - 030
































0L2O I OdD I OlSO I 0^ aa>
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO OJOO 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.012 OJOO 0.00 0.00
0J03O 0.06 0.11 0.09
0iIS6 037 038 038
0J078 0.49 0.49 0.49
0.090 0.68 0.67 0.68
0J096 0.83 031 0.81
0384 0.76 0.77 0.76
0336 036 037 035
OJOOO OJOO 0.00 0.00
OiXX) OiX) 0.00 0.00
OJOOO OJOO 0.00 OJOO
















































































































































































































































Date: 11/06/2015 (Friday) Time: 10l45 am Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory
VerticriVelocay
OLOOO 0.00 OjOO OjOO
0.00 OjOO aOO
OjOOO 0.00 ODO OJOO




0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00






































































































Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory
8
Vertical Vdodty
Cross Section: CH4.00 Depth: 15cm
10 11 12 13 14
Average Section Average Section q
Vertical Wulth Vertical Area I . . I Remarks







































































APPENDIX B; Calculation of Bed Shear Stress for TRM






















0 0.53 0.3 0.07 0.029 0.15 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.572 0.051
1 0.56 0.3 0.07 0.030 0.18 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.599 0.050
2 0.58 0.3 0.07 0.031 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.528 0.058
3 0.50 0.3 0.06 0.024 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.543 0.044


















Bed Shear Stress, ib
(N/m^)
/ 0.000001 0.0050 1 0.772 0.025 156876 9806 0.001 0.498
1 0.000001 0.0033 0.647 0.039 129954 9806 0.001 0.492
/ 0.000001 0.0040 0.760 0.037 177210 9806 0.001 0.572
/ 0.000001 0.0049 0.920 0.019 162655 9806 0.001 0.433
1 0.000001 0.0062 1.172 0.015 208193 9806 0.001 0.435
Bed Shear Stress, Xb (N/m^) 10cm - 28/05/15
1 Station Top Width, Stop Bottom Width, Bbouom Depth, y Area, A Xi Yi X2 Y2 Wetted Perimeter, P Hydraulic Radius, R
Im) (m) (m) (m^) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
1 ° 0.66 0.3 0.13 0.062 0.26 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.755 0.083
1 ^ 0.74 0.3 0.12 0.062 0.30 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.808 0.077
1 ^ 0.75 0.3 0.12 0.063 0.30 0.12 0.15 0.12 0.815 0.077
1 ^ 0.83 0.3 0.12 0.068 0.40 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.895 0.076


















Bed Shear Stress, Tb
(N/m')
0.000001 0.0206 0.772 0.014 255321 9806 0.001 0.811
0.000001 0.0183 0.647 0.013 199989 9806 0.001 0.758
0.000001 0.0173 0.760 0.014 234935 9806 0.001 0.758
0.000001 0.0157 0.920 0.014 278922 9806 0.001 0.743
0.000001 0.0179 1.172 0.013 406237 9806 0.001 0.850






















0 0.79 0.3 0.17 0.093 0.35 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.909 0.102
1 0.77 0.3 0.16 0.086 0.33 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.879 0.097
2 0.76 0.3 0.17 0.090 0.30 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.878 0.103
3 0.84 0.3 0.16 0.091 0.36 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.935 0.098



















Bed Shear Stress, Tb
(N/m')
0.000001 0.0451 0.772 0.014 314631 9806 0.001 0.999
0.000001 0.0436 0.647 0.013 251929 9806 0.001 0.955
0.000001 0.0453 0.760 0.014 311867 9806 0.001 1.006
0.000001 0.0439 0.920 0.014 359030 9806 0.001 0.957
0.000001 0.0458 1.172 0.013 458265 9806 0.001 0.959



























0 0.53 0.07 7.571 1 2 0.780 0.810 0.795 0.498 0.396
1 0.56 0.07 8.000 1 2 0.770 0.810 0.790 0.492 0.389
2 0.58 0.07 8.286 1 2 0.770 0.810 0.790 0.572 0.452
3 0.50 0.06 8.333 1 2 0.770 0.810 0.790 0.433 0.342
4 0.49 0.06 8.167 1 2 0.770 0.810 0.790 0.435 0.344
Average 8.071 Average 0.486 0.385
* K < 1.0



























0 0.66 0.13 5.077 1 2 0.800 0.820 0.810 0.811 0.657
1 0.74 0.12 6.167 1 2 0.790 0.820 0.805 0.758 0.610
2 0.75 0.12 6.250 1 2 0.780 0.820 0.800 0.758 0.606
3 0.83 0.12 6.917 1 2 0.775 0.820 0.798 0.743 0.593
4 0.85 0.14 6.071 1 2 0.800 0.820 0.810 0.850 0.688
Average 6.096 Average 0.784 0.631
♦ K < 1.0



























1 ° 0.79 0.17 4.647 1 2 0.800 0.825 0.813 0.999 0.812
0.77 0.16 4.813 1 2 0.790 0.825 0.808 0.955 0.771
/ 2 0.76 0.17 4.471 1 2 0.800 0.825 0.813 1.006 0.817/ 3 0.84 0.16 5.250 1 2 0.780 0.825 0.803 0.957 0.768
0.82 0.16 5.125 1 2 0.780 0.825 0.803 0.959 0.769
/ Average 4.861 Average 0.975 0.787
*K<1.0
APPENDIX D: Calculation of Flow Discharge for EGB







































































































































































































0l2O OUGD OlSD fll2D Oj6D
OjOOO OJOO OJX) OJOO
OJOOO OJOO OJOO OJOO
OjOOO ODD OJX) OJOO
OJXX) ODD ODO 0.00
OJXX) ODD ODO ODO
OJXX) ODO ODO ODO
OJXX) ODO ODO 0.00
01124 0D6 0.05 0.06
01)36 Oai 0J.1 030
0D42 0.25 0.25 035
0D36 033 033 033
0D24 037 038 037
OJXX) ODO ODO ODO
OJXX) 0.00 OJX) 0.00
OJXX) OJX) 0.00 ODO
OJXX) ODO ODO ODO

















































































































































































































































































Time: 12^ am Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory
8



















(m')0l2O 0.a> 0^ 0^ 0.60 0.80 Average
0.000 OXX) 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
OjOOO OjOO 0.00 ODO 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
OIXX) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.07 0.00 0.000
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.03 0.01 0.000
0.006 0.00 0.(X) 0.00 0.00
0.070 0.10 0.03 0.003
0.030 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
0.182 0.10 0.06 0.006
0336 032 032 033 032
0338 0.10 0.06 0.006
0330 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.25
0.182 0.10 0.04 0.004
0312 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
0.055 0.03 0.01 0.000
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.055 0.10 0.01 0.001
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000
0300 0.00 0.00 030 0.00
0.000 0.10 0.00 0.000










































































































































































































Date:ia/D6i^2015mttgsifey) Time: lOjOOam Location: Physical Modeling laboratory Cross Section: CH0.00
iDBtancefroml Verftkaf






















0L2O 0U6D 0L8D OJO 0.6D
OjOOO OJOO OjOO OJOO
OiXX) OjOO ODO OjOO
OJOOO OJOO OJOO OJOO
OJOOO OJOO OJOO OJOO
OJOOO OJOO OJOO OJOO
OjOOO 030 030 0.00
0324 0.05 035 0.05
0.042 036 0.05 032
OJ078 033 031 034
0384 035 035 034
0384 0.60 038 037
0J066 030 032 035
0J006 0.06 0.07 035
OJOOO 030 OJOO 0.00
OJOOO OJOO 030 030
OJOOO 030 030 030





































































































































































































































































































































i I 2 I i"
























0^ OlSO 0^ 0^
aooo 0.00 0.00 0.00
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
OjOOO OJXJ 0.00 OjOO
OjOOO OMJ OjOO 0.00
0.036 0.03 0.02 0.03
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJXJS 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.030 0.21 0.20 0.21
0.054 0.22 0.20 0.22
0360 033 035 033
0354 0.43 0.43 0.41
0.030 031 031 031
ODOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0336 039 038 036
OjOOO OJOO OJOO 0.00
ODOO OJOO 0.00 0.00








































































































































































































































































































Date lg/06/2015 mutf^day) Time; UJX) am Location: Physical Modeling Laboratory Cross Section: CH4.00
Distance frocnl Vertiof



















MeU>ud of ffiadaie Vertical Veiodty
OJD 060 OBD OZD 060
OIXX) OSX) 0.00 OJOO
OJOOO OjOO OOO OjOO
OJXX) 0.00 0.00 0.00
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
ODOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.036 030 031 031
OJOOO 0.00 0.00 OjOO
0.024 0.06 0.06 0.06
0.048 030 0.30 039
0.060 0.69 0.69 0.68
0354 0.66 0.65 0.66
0.012 032 032 0.32
0.000 0.00 0.00 030
0.036 0.36 0.33 0.36
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00


















































































































































































































































































































Method ofReatfing Vertical Veiodty
(m/s)
0^ 060 080 02D 060
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
OjOOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
OIXX) 0.00 0.00 0.00
0300 0.00 0.00 0.00
0336 0.03 0.05 0.09
0.054 032 034 033
0.084 036 0.49 034
0302 032 035 037
0.102 033 039 0.63
0314 0.66 038 0.61
0j096 0.42 039 0.44
0342 030 032 039
0300 0.00 030 0.00
0300 030 0.00 0.00
0300 030 030 030











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX E: Calculation of Bed Shear Stress for EGB
Bed bne
Station






















0 0.59 0.3 0.09 0.040 0.20 0.09 0.09
0.09 0.647 0.062
1 0.53 0.3 0.07 0.029 0.18 0.07 0.05
0.07 0.579 0.050
2 0.55 0.3 0.06 0.026 0.20 0.06 0.05
0.06 0.587 0.043
3 0.46 0.3 0.06 0.023 0.13 0.06 0.03
0.06 0.510 0.045
4 0.40 0.3 0.06 0.021 0.10 0.06


















Bed Shear Stress, Tb
(N/m^)
BedShear Stress, Xb (N/m^) 10cm-18/06/15
1 station
Top Width, Stop Bottom Width, Bbonotn Depth, y Area, A Xi Yi X2 ¥2 Wetted Perimeter, P Hydraulic Radius, R
1 (m) (m) (m) (m^) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
1 ^ 1 0.66 0.3 0.14 0.067 0.24 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.762 0.088
1 ^ 0.57 0.3 0.12 0.052 0.20 0.12 0.07 0.12 0.672 0.078
1 ^ 0.59 0.3 0.10 0.045 0.22 0.10 0.07 0.10 0.664 0.067
1 ^ 0.54 0.3 0.10 0.042 0.16 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.617 0.068


















Bed Shear Stress, Xb
(N/m^)
0.000001 0.0179 1.533 0.024 272242 9806 0.001 0.865
0.000001 0.0117 1.360 0.026 200984 9806 0.001 0.762
0.000001 0.0130 1.893 0.018 203819 9806 0.001 0.657
0.000001 0.0121 2.107 0.018 250607 9806 0.001 0.668
0.000001 0.0164 2.677 0.012 283860 9806 0.001 0.594






















0 0.89 0.3 0.20 0.119 0.40 0.20 0.19 0.20 1.023 0.116
1 0.86 0.3 0.19 0.110 0.38 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.987 0.112
2 0.80 0.3 0.18 0.099 0.32 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.922 0.107
3 0.81 0.3 0.18 0.100 0.33 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.930 0.107


















Bed Shear Stress, Tb
(N/m^)
0.000001 0.0683 4.090 0.013 359184 9806 0.001 1.141
0.000001 0.0479 3.283 0.017 289078 9806 0.001 1.095
0.000001 0.0526 3.670 0.013 326524 9806 0.001 1.053
0.000001 0.0471 3.597 0.015 395109 9806 0.001 1.053
0.000001 0.0515 3.990 0.012 480077 9806 0.001 1.004
APPENDIX F; Calculation of Bank Shear Stress for BOB




Side Side MSMA Chapter 3 - Table 3.5 Bed Shear Bank Shear
Station Width, B/y Slope, Slope, Coefficient, Coefficient, Average Stress, Tb Stress, Is
B(m) Zi Z2 Kfor zi K for Z2 K (N/m^) (N/m^)
0 0.59 0.09 6.556 1 2 0.790 0.815 0.803 0.607 0.487
1 0.53 0.07 7.571 1 2 0.790 0.810 0.800 0.492 0.393
2 0.55 0.06 9.167 1 2 0.780 0.810 0.795 0.426 0.339
3 0.46 0.06 7.667 1 2 0.790 0.810 0.800 0.438 0.351
4 0.40 0.06 6.667 1 2 0.790 0.815 0.803 0.429 0.344
Average 7.525 Average 0.479 0.383
* K<1.0

























0 0.66 0.14 4.714 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 0.865 0.696
1 0.57 0.12 4.750 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 0.762 0.613
2 0.59 0.10 5.900 1 2 0.790 0.810 0.800 0.657 0.526
3 0.54 0.10 5.400 1 2 0.790 0.810 0.800 0.668 0.534
4 0.48 0.10 4.800 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 0.594 0.478
Average 5.113 Average 0.709 0.569
*K<1.0























1 0 0.89 0.20 4.450 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 1.141 0.918
1 1 0.86 0.19 4.526 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 1.095 0.8821 2 1 0.80 0.18 4.444 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 1.053 0.8481 3 1 0.81 0.18 4.500 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 1.053 0.848
1 4 1 0.75 0.17 4.412 1 2 0.800 0.810 0.805 1.004 0.808
1 Average 4.467 Average 1.069 0.861
*K<1.0
